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Tacitus Germania Summary
"The Life and Death of Julius Agricola" by Tacitus
(translated by Alfred John Church and William Jackson
Brodribb). Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
"The Histories" is a Roman historical chronicle and it
covers the Year of Four Emperors following the downfall
of Nero in 68 AD, a year in the history of the Roman
Empire in which four emperors ruled in succession:
Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian. The mode of their
accession showed that because imperial power was
based on the support of the legions, an emperor could
now be chosen not only at Rome, but anywhere in the
empire where sufficient legions were amassed. The style
of narration is rapid, reflecting the speed of the events.
The narrative rhythm leaves no space to slow down or
digress. To write effectively in this style, Tacitus had to
summarize substantial information from his sources.
"The Annals" is a history of the Roman Empire from the
death of Augustus to that of Nero, the years AD 14–68,
covering the reigns of Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and
Nero. As a senator, Tacitus had access to Acta Senatus,
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the Roman senate's records, thus providing a solid basis
for his work. Along with The Histories, The Annals
provide a key source for modern understanding of the
history of the Roman Empire during the 1st century AD.
This second volume of essays by Professor Kelley takes
the study of history as its starting point, then extends
explorations into adjacent fields of legal, political, and
social thought to confront some of the larger questions of
the modern human sciences. The first group of papers
examine the historiography of the Protestant
Reformation and then of the Romantic and Victorian
periods; the last section focuses on the legal tradition
and its interpretation in relation to social and cultural, as
well as historical thought, in the period from the
Renaissance to the French Revolution. Throughout, the
author's interest is to analyse how people at different
times have viewed their past - and reconstructed and
utilised it in the service of their present concerns.
A military leader of legendary genius, Caesar was also a
great writer, recording the events of his life with
incomparable immediacy and power. The Civil War is a
tense and gripping depiction of his struggle with Pompey
over the leadership of Republican Rome - a conflict that
spanned the entire Roman world, from Gaul and Spain to
Asia and Africa. Where Caesar's own account leaves off
in 48 BC, his lieutenants take up the history, describing
the vital battles of Munda, Spain and Thapsus, and the
installation of Cleopatra, later Caesar's mistress, as
Queen of Egypt. Together these narratives paint a full
picture of the events that brought Caesar supreme power
- and paved the way for his assassination only months
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later.
e emperor Nero is etched into the Western imagination
as one of ancient Rome's most infamous villains, and
Tacitus' Annals have played a central role in shaping the
mainstream historiographical understanding of this
flamboyant autocrat. This section of the text plunges us
straight into the moral cesspool that Rome had
apparently become in the later years of Nero's reign,
chronicling the emperor's fledgling stage career including
his plans for a grand tour of Greece; his participation in a
city-wide orgy climaxing in his publicly consummated
'marriage' to his toy boy Pythagoras; the great fire of AD
64, during which large parts of central Rome went up in
flames; and the rising of Nero's 'grotesque' new palace,
the so-called 'Golden House', from the ashes of the city.
This building project stoked the rumours that the
emperor himself was behind the conflagration, and
Tacitus goes on to present us with Nero's gruesome
efforts to quell these mutterings by scapegoating and
executing members of an unpopular new cult then
starting to spread through the Roman empire:
Christianity. All this contrasts starkly with four chapters
focusing on one of Nero's most principled opponents, the
Stoic senator Thrasea Paetus, an audacious figure of
moral fibre, who courageously refuses to bend to the
forces of imperial corruption and hypocrisy. This course
book offers a portion of the original Latin text, study aids
with vocabulary, and a commentary. Designed to stretch
and stimulate readers, Owen's and Gildenhard's incisive
commentary will be of particular interest to students of
Latin at both A2 and undergraduate level. It extends
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beyond detailed linguistic analysis and historical
background to encourage critical engagement with
Tacitus' prose and discussion of the most recent
scholarly thought.
A UNIQUE EXPLORATION OF GERMAN CULTURE,
FROM SAUSAGE ADVERTISEMENTS TO WAGNER
Sitting on a bench at a communal table in a restaurant in
Regensburg, his plate loaded with disturbing amounts of
bratwurst and sauerkraut made golden by candlelight
shining through a massive glass of beer, Simon Winder
was happily swinging his legs when a couple from
Rottweil politely but awkwardly asked: "So: why are you
here?" This book is an attempt to answer that question.
Why spend time wandering around a country that
remains a sort of dead zone for many foreigners,
surrounded as it is by a force field of historical, linguistic,
climatic, and gastronomic barriers? Winder's book is
propelled by a wish to reclaim the brilliant, chaotic,
endlessly varied German civilization that the Nazis
buried and ruined, and that, since 1945, so many
Germans have worked to rebuild. Germania is a very
funny book on serious topics—how we are misled by
history, how we twist history, and how sometimes it is
best to know no history at all. It is a book full of
curiosities: odd food, castles, mad princes, fairy tales,
and horse-mating videos. It is about the limits of
language, the meaning of culture, and the pleasure of
townscape.
The Migration Age is still envisioned as an onrush of
expansionary "Germans" pouring unwanted into the
Roman Empire and subjecting it to pressures so great
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that its western parts collapsed under the weight. Further
developing the themes set forth in his classic Barbarians
and Romans, Walter Goffart dismantles this grand
narrative, shaking the barbarians of late antiquity out of
this "Germanic" setting and reimagining the role of
foreigners in the Later Roman Empire. The Empire was
not swamped by a migratory Germanic flood for the
simple reason that there was no single ancient Germanic
civilization to be transplanted onto ex-Roman soil. Since
the sixteenth century, the belief that purposeful Germans
existed in parallel with the Romans has been a fixed
point in European history. Goffart uncovers the origins of
this historical untruth and argues that any projection of a
modern Germany out of an ancient one is illusory.
Rather, the multiplicity of northern peoples once living on
the edges of the Empire participated with the Romans in
the larger stirrings of late antiquity. Most relevant among
these was the long militarization that gripped late Roman
society concurrently with its Christianization. If the
fragmented foreign peoples with which the Empire dealt
gave Rome an advantage in maintaining its ascendancy,
the readiness to admit military talents of any social origin
to positions of leadership opened the door of imperial
service to immigrants from beyond its frontiers. Many
barbarians were settled in the provinces without
dislodging the Roman residents or destabilizing
landownership; some were even incorporated into the
ruling families of the Empire. The outcome of this
process, Goffart argues, was a society headed by elites
of soldiers and Christian clergy—one we have come to
call medieval.
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Ancient Roman senator and historian Publius Cornelius
Tacitus is known throughout Western history as one of the
greatest historical writers of the Silver Age of Latin literature.
He lived during the first century AD and was the son of a
wealthy aristocratic family. Not much is known about his
personal life; however, it is clear that both Tacitus and Pliny
the Elder were acquaintances and even possibly childhood
friends, though there is no substantial evidence to support
this. Tacitus studied rhetoric in order to create a career in law
and politics. He steadily rose throughout the ranks due to his
strong speaking style and oration skills. However, his
language skills did not stop with verbal speeches. He was
also an accomplished writer who focused on the history of the
Roman Empire. He created five works, "The Annals," "The
Histories," "The Agricola," "The Germania," and "A Dialogue
on Oratory." His works delve deep into the facts as he knew
them, rarely ever embellishing history to create a story. He
also stayed true to chronological order and laid history out in
visible steps. It is also notable that Tacitus knew that his
fellow politicians were corrupt; he believed that they gave up
their strong voice in order to please a usually corrupt
emperor. These five great works are brought together in this
collection of "The Complete Works of Tacitus."
"This collection of translated excerpts from Greek and Latin
authors, from the 8th c. BCE to the 3rd c. CE, brings together
a wide range of texts, chosen from historians, epic poets,
geographers, medical writers, satirists and others,
marvelously illustrating the curiosity of Greeks and Romans
about 'race' and 'ethnicity,' self and other. Since for ancient
Greeks and Romans one essential element of identity and
difference was customs, we learn a lot from these texts about
sex and marriage, funerals, and warfare in the Mediterranean
and surrounding lands. But the ancient authors also featured
banalities such as clothing, horse bits, cooking, and even
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trash talking. The translations are fresh, accurate, and
accessible. . . . In a brisk and smart Introduction [the editors]
point out the absence of fixed words for race and ethnicity in
classical antiquity even as they provide some good
references for exploring the complexity of these modern
concepts." --Mary T. Boatwright, Duke University
The enemy were overpowered and took to flight. The Romans
pursued as far as their strength enabled them to run' Between
58 and 50 BC Julius Caesar conquered most of the area now
covered by France, Belgium and Switzerland, and invaded
Britain twice, and The Conquest of Gaul is his record of these
campaigns. Caesar’s narrative offers insights into his military
strategy and paints a fascinating picture of his encounters
with the inhabitants of Gaul and Britain, as well as lively
portraits of the rebel leader Vercingetorix and other Gallic
chieftains. The Conquest of Gaulcan also be read as a piece
of political propaganda, as Caesar sets down his version of
events for the Roman public, knowing he faces civil war on
his return to Rome. Revised and updated by Jane Gardner,
S. A. Handford’s translation brings Caesar’s lucid and
exciting account to life for modern readers. This volume
includes a glossary of persons and places, maps, appendices
and suggestions for further reading.
'Barbarians' is the name the Romans gave to those who lived
beyond the frontiers of the Roman Empire - the peoples they
considered 'uncivilised'. Most of the written sources
concerning the barbarians come from the Romans too, and
as such, need to be treated with caution. Only archaeology
allows us to see beyond Roman prejudices - and yet these
records are often as difficult to interpret as historical ones.
Expertly guiding the reader through such historiographical
complexities, Edward James traces the history of the
barbarians from the height of Roman power through to AD
600, by which time they had settled in most parts of imperial
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territory in Europe. His book is the first to look at all Europe's
barbarians: the Picts and the Scots in the far north-west; the
Franks, Goths and Slavic-speaking peoples; and relative
newcomers such as the Huns and Alans from the Asiatic
steppes. How did whole barbarian peoples migrate across
Europe? What were their relations with the Romans? And
why did they convert to Christianity? Drawing on the latest
scholarly research, this book rejects easy generalisations to
provide a clear, nuanced and comprehensive account of the
barbarians and the tumultuous period they lived through.
In this wide-ranging work, Caspar Hirschi offers new
perspectives on the origins of nationalism and the formation
of European nations. Based on extensive study of written and
visual sources dating from the ancient to the early modern
period, the author re-integrates the history of pre-modern
Europe into the study of nationalism, describing it as an
unintended and unavoidable consequence of the legacy of
Roman imperialism in the Middle Ages. Hirschi identifies the
earliest nationalists among Renaissance humanists, exploring
their public roles and ambitions to offer new insight into the
history of political scholarship in Europe and arguing that their
adoption of ancient role models produced massive
contradictions between their self-image and political function.
This book demonstrates that only through understanding the
development of the politics, scholarship and art of pre-modern
Europe can we fully grasp the global power of nationalism in
a modern political context.
Ammianus Marcellinus was the last great Roman historian,
and his writings rank alongside those of Livy and Tacitus. The
Later Roman Empire chronicles a period of twenty-five years
during Marcellinus' own lifetime, covering the reigns of
Constantius, Julian, Jovian, Valentinian I, and Valens, and
providing eyewitness accounts of significant military events
including the Battle of Strasbourg and the Goth's Revolt.
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Portraying a time of rapid and dramatic change, Marcellinus
describes an Empire exhausted by excessive taxation,
corruption, the financial ruin of the middle classes and the
progressive decline in the morale of the army. In this
magisterial depiction of the closing decades of the Roman
Empire, we can see the seeds of events that were to lead to
the fall of the city, just twenty years after Marcellinus' death.
2,000 years of history in one riveting afternoon A country both
admired and feared, Germany has been the epicenter of
world events time and again: the Reformation, both World
Wars, the fall of the Berlin Wall. It did not emerge as a
modern nation until 1871—yet today, Germany is the world’s
fourth-largest economy and a standard-bearer of liberal
democracy. “There’s no point studying the past unless it
sheds some light on the present,” writes James Hawes in this
brilliantly concise history that has already captivated
hundreds of thousands of readers. “It is time, now more than
ever, for us all to understand the real history of Germany.”
Tacitus' Annals of Imperial Rome recount the major historical
events from the years shortly before the death of Augustus up
to the death of Nero in AD 68. With clarity and vivid intensity
he describes the reign of terror under the corrupt Tiberius, the
great fire of Rome during the time of Nero, and the wars,
poisonings, scandals, conspiracies and murders that were
part of imperial life. Despite his claim that the Annals were
written objectively, Tacitus' account is sharply critical of the
emperors' excesses and fearful for the future of Imperial
Rome, while also filled with a longing for its past glories.
Letters of Pliny is a collection of letters written by Roman
administrator Pliny the Younger in the 1st century A.D.
This book is a comprehensive study of the Germanic
loanwords in Proto-Slavic. It includes an investigation of all
Germanic words that were borrowed into Proto-Slavic until its
disintegration in the early ninth century. Research into the
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phonology, morphology and semantics of the loanwords
serves as the basis of an investigation into the Germanic
donor languages of the individual loanwords. The loanwords
can be shown to be mainly of Gothic, High German and Low
German origin. One of the aims of the present study is to
clarify the accentuation of Germanic loanwords in ProtoSlavic and to explain how they were adapted to the ProtoSlavic accentual system. This volume is of special interest to
scholars and students of Slavic and Germanic historical
linguistics, contact linguistics and Slavic accentology. Saskia
Pronk-Tiethoff’s research focuses on Slavic historical
linguistics and language contact between Slavic and
Germanic. She studied Slavic languages and cultures and
Comparative Indo-European linguistics at Leiden University,
where she also obtained her doctoral degree. She currently
lives in Zagreb, where she contributed to the Croatian-Dutch
dictionary (Institute for Croatian Language and Linguistics),
and now contributes to the Croatian Church Slavic dictionary
(Old Church Slavonic Institute).
This handbook is currently in development, with individual
articles publishing online in advance of print publication. At
this time, we cannot add information about unpublished
articles in this handbook, however the table of contents will
continue to grow as additional articles pass through the
review process and are added to the site. Please note that
the online publication date for this handbook is the date that
the first article in the title was published online.
From “one of the best of the new [Martin Luther]
biographers” (The New Yorker), a portrait of the complicated
founding father of the Protestant Reformation, whose
intellectual assault on Catholicism transformed Christianity
and changed the course of world history. “Magnificent.”—The
Wall Street Journal “Penetrating.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Smart, accessible, authoritative.”—Hilary
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Mantel On October 31, 1517, so the story goes, a shy monk
named Martin Luther nailed a piece of paper to the door of
the Castle Church in the university town of Wittenberg. The
ideas contained in these Ninety-five Theses, which boldly
challenged the Catholic Church, spread like wildfire. Within
two months, they were known all over Germany. So powerful
were Martin Luther’s broadsides against papal authority that
they polarized a continent and tore apart the very foundation
of Western Christendom. Luther’s ideas inspired upheavals
whose consequences we live with today. But who was the
man behind the Ninety-five Theses? Lyndal Roper’s
magisterial new biography goes beyond Luther’s theology to
investigate the inner life of the religious reformer who has
been called “the last medieval man and the first modern
one.” Here is a full-blooded portrait of a revolutionary thinker
who was, at his core, deeply flawed and full of contradictions.
Luther was a brilliant writer whose biblical translations had a
lasting impact on the German language. Yet he was also a
strident fundamentalist whose scathing rhetorical attacks
threatened to alienate those he might persuade. He had a
colorful, even impish personality, and when he left the
monastery to get married (“to spite the Devil,” he explained),
he wooed and wed an ex-nun. But he had an ugly side too.
When German peasants rose up against the nobility, Luther
urged the aristocracy to slaughter them. He was a ferocious
anti-Semite and a virulent misogynist, even as he argued for
liberated human sexuality within marriage. A distinguished
historian of early modern Europe, Lyndal Roper looks deep
inside the heart of this singularly complex figure. The force of
Luther’s personality, she argues, had enormous historical
effects—both good and ill. By bringing us closer than ever to
the man himself, she opens up a new vision of the
Reformation and the world it created and draws a fully threedimensional portrait of its founder.
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* The story of the "Negro Speed King" and the African
American racing car circuit* Chronicles the tragedies and
triumphs of a dedicated group of individuals who overcame
tremendous odds to chase their dreams
Explores the moral struggles, political intrigues and violent
vendettas that enmeshed Seneca, the ancient Roman writer
and philosopher, in the brutal daily lives of the imperial family
and the regime of his student, Nero.

Bestselling author Harry Turtledove turns his
attention to an epic battle that pits three Roman
legions against Teutonic barbarians in a thrilling
novel of Ancient Rome: Give Me Back My Legions!
Publius Quinctilius Varus, a Roman politician, is
summoned by the Emperor, Augustus Caesar. Given
three legions and sent to the Roman frontier east of
the Rhine, his mission is to subdue the barbarous
German tribes where others have failed, and bring
their land fully under Rome's control. Arminius, a
prince of the Cherusci, is playing a deadly game. He
serves in the Roman army, gaining Roman
citizenship and officer's rank, and learning the arts of
war and policy as practiced by the Romans. What he
learns is essential for the survival of Germany, for he
must unite his people against Rome before they
become enslaved by the Empire and lose their way
of life forever. An epic battle is brewing, and these
two men stand on opposite sides of what will forever
be known as The Battle of the Teutoberg Forest—a
ferocious, bloody clash that will change the course of
history.
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Showcases innovative approaches to Latin literature
by reading textual absence as a generative force for
literary interpretation and reception. Includes
chapters by a wide range of scholars, covering some
of the main authors of the Latin literary tradition,
often in dialogue with modern literature and
philosophy.
Tacitus is universally recognised as ancient Rome's
greatest writer of history, and his account of the
Roman Empire in the first century AD has been
fundamental in shaping the modern perception of
Rome and its emperors. This Companion provides a
new, up-to-date and authoritative assessment of his
work and influence which will be invaluable for
students and non-specialists as well as of interest to
established scholars in the field. First situating
Tacitus within the tradition of Roman historical
writing and his own contemporary society, it goes on
to analyse each of his individual works and then
discuss key topics such as his distinctive authorial
voice and his views of history and freedom. It ends
by tracing Tacitus' reception, beginning with the
transition from manuscript to printed editions,
describing his influence on political thought in early
modern Europe, and concluding with his significance
in the twentieth century.
Features AGRICOLA, a database of bibliographic
records concerning all aspects of agriculture,
presented by the National Agricultural Library (NAL).
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Includes an online public access catalog and a
journal article citation index.
Arminius the Liberator deals with the complex
modern reception of Arminius the Cheruscan,
commonly called Hermann. Arminius inflicted one of
their most devastating defeats on the Romans in the
year 9 A.D. by annihilating three legions under the
command of Quintilius Varus in the Battle of the
Teutoburg Forest, as it is generally if inaccurately
called. This book traces the origin of the Arminius
myth in antiquity and its political, artistic, and popular
developments since the nineteenth century. The
book's central themes are the nationalist use and
abuse of history and historical myth in Germany,
especially during the Weimar Republic and National
Socialism, the reactions to a discredited ideology
involving Arminius in post-war Europe, and revivals
of his myth in the United States. Special emphasis is
on the representation of Arminius in visual media
since the 1960s: from painting and theater to
cinema, television, and computer animation.
"The Origin and Situation of the Germans" by
Tacitus (translated by William Jackson Brodribb,
Alfred John Church). Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
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Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
This volume explores the various strategies of
construing appropriate pasts in scholarship,
literature, art, architecture and literature, in order to
create "national", regional or local identities, in late
medieval and early modern Europe.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Traces the five-hundred year history and wide-ranging
influence of the Roman historian's unflattering book
about the ancient Germans that was eventually extolled
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by the Nazis as a bible.
A newly revised edition of two seminal works on Imperial
Rome Undeniably one of Rome's most important
historians, Tacitus was also one of its most gifted. The
Agricola is both a portrait of Julius Agricola-the most
famous governor of Roman Britain and Tacitus's
respected father-in-law-and the first known detailed
portrayal of the British Isles. In the Germania, Tacitus
focuses on the warlike German tribes beyond the Rhine,
often comparing the behavior of "barbarian" peoples
favorably with the decadence and corruption of Imperial
Rome.
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